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The carbon 1s photoelectron spectrum of ethane, C2H6, has been measured at a photon energy of 329 eV and
an instrumental resolution of 70 meV. The spectrum shows a rich vibrational structure which is resolved
using least-squares fits to the data. Only C-H stretching and CCH bending modes contribute significantly to
the spectrum. The lack of excitation of the C-C stretching mode is explained in terms of changes in
hybridization at the spectator carbon. To investigate the possibility of incomplete localization of the core
hole, the spectra of C2H6 and C2D6 were measured at higher experimental resolution (35 meV). The spectra
are accurately fit by a model based on ab initio calculations of the vibrational energies and the geometry
changes following ionization, and including vibronic coupling of the two degenerate, localized hole states. A
small splitting on the order of 10-20 meV is found for the 2A2u and 2A1g core-ionized states.
I. Introduction
Fine structures are important elements of high-resolution
molecular X-ray photoelectron spectra, providing chemical
information beyond that related to shifts in the ionization energy.
First, vibrational structures reflect the properties of the energy
surfaces of the neutral and core-ionized molecules, thus provid-
ing information about the nuclear and electronic dynamics of
the ionization process. Second, molecular-field splitting of inner-
shell p and d orbitals provides insight into the asymmetry of
the surroundings of the center of ionization. Finally, core orbitals
on neighboring atoms of the same element may interact, leading
to delocalized core orbitals. Inner-shell ionization then leads to
finely split core-hole states, which may couple via one or several
vibrational modessa situation referred to as vibronic coupling.
The resulting photoelectron spectrum shows characteristics both
of the difference in ionization energy due to the bonding-
antibonding interaction and of the vibronic coupling, most
notably in the adiabatic peaks, but also in the vibrational
structure.
For carbon 1s photoelectron spectra of hydrocarbons, we are
concerned with vibrational excitation and, in some cases,
vibronic coupling. Methane has a well-understood vibrational
structure where only one vibrational mode, the symmetric C-H
stretching mode, is Franck-Condon (FC) active. Vibronic
coupling is not important in methane since there is only one
carbon in the molecule. Replacing one of the hydrogens in
methane with a methyl group gives ethane, a prototype molecule
for the saturated linear hydrocarbons. The spectrum of ethane
shows rich vibrational structure, and an understanding of the
change in geometry that follows ionization is imperative for an
accurate description of the spectrum. In addition, since ethane
contains two equivalent carbon atoms, it is also necessary to
consider vibronic coupling.
Several high-resolution studies of the carbon 1s photoelectron
spectrum of ethane have been reported.1-6 To summarize, only
two vibrational modes are significantly excited. One is a C-H
stretching mode, î1, with a fundamental vibrational energy of
398-407 meV, and the other is a CCH bending mode, î2, with
a fundamental frequency of 176-185 meV. The C-C stretching
mode has the right symmetry to be Franck-Condon active, but
none of the previous studies have found experimental evidence
for excitation of this mode, although Osborne et al.5 mistook
the shoulder at the main peak as evidence for excitation of this
mode. Rennie and co-workers3 assured an unambiguous assign-
ment by measuring the isotopic shifts in vibrational energies.
So qualitatively, the vibrational structures are rather well
understood.
Core ionization leads to a high degree of excitation of the
C-H stretching mode, indicating a contraction of the valence
shell of the core-ionized carbon. In light of this, it is puzzling
that the C-C stretching mode is hardly excited. A justification
of the geometry changes following the excitation is therefore
in order.
Recently we showed that the use of an effective core potential,
ECP, in electronic structure calculations for carbon 1s ionized
molecules gives accurate estimates of the change in geometry
upon core ionization of methane.7 An ECP represents a localized
core hole, and in the case of ethane such a model assumes the
vibrational motion to follow the diabatic energy surface. The
accuracy of this approximation can be estimated from the
electronic coupling integral, â, between the two degenerate states
featuring the core hole localized at either of the two carbon
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atoms. Previous studies have shown that the vibrational
structures in the carbon 1s spectrum of ethane are well
represented by a localized core-hole model,5,6 suggesting a small
value of â.
In this work, the high-resolution C1s photoelectron spectra
of C2H6 and C2D6 have been recorded using third-generation
synchrotron radiation, which makes it possible to obtain spectra
with higher resolution and intensity than has previously been
available. Fitting the peaks in the spectrum by least squares
gives the vibrational energies and intensities of the significant
transitions as well as information on the anharmonicity of
vibrational modes, which have been found to be significant in
the case of methane.7 A second fit, based on ab initio
calculations at the MP2 level of theory provides a test of the
theoretical predictions. These calculations are based on the ECP
core-hole model, which goes beyond the much-used equivalent-
cores approximation. They also use data on the anharmonicity
for methane in the calculation of Franck-Condon factors. This
procedure constitutes a validation of a rather simple theoretical
procedure for analyzing inner-shell photoelectron spectra of
saturated linear hydrocarbons. Next, the diabatic localized core-
hole model is investigated both theoretically and experimentally.
Finally, we rationalize the change in equilibrium geometry that
accompanies the ionization of an inner-shell electron in ethane
by considering how hybridization of carbon changes as a
response to the ionization.
II. Experimental Procedure
Carbon 1s photoelectron spectra were acquired at beamline
10.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) of Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. The measurements were made
using a photon energy of 329 eV. This is about 38 eV above
the ionization threshold, and the interaction between electrons
from the Auger decay process and the photoelectron (post-
collision interaction, or PCI) is relatively small. The spectrom-
eter was aligned at an angle of 54.7° to the electric-field vector
of the light and at 90° to the propagation direction of the beam.
Beamline 10.0.1 receives its radiation from a 10-cm-period
undulator (U10) and a spherical grating monochromator that is
capable of a resolving power (E/¢E) of about 104. The kinetic
energy of the photoelectrons was analyzed using a Scienta SES-
200 hemispherical electron energy analyzer.8
The first set of measurements was performed before beamline
10.0.1 had all facilities in operation (August 1998), and a total
analysis of the different contributions to the instrumental
resolution was not possible. From argon 2p photoemission
measurements, the total instrumental resolution was estimated
to 70 meV (full width at half-maximum, or fwhm) and Gaussian
in shape. To gain insight into the splitting between the 2A1g
and 2A2u core-hole states, a second set of measurements was
made in November 2000 at the same photon energy and with
settings optimized to get as high resolution as possible. Spectra
for both C2H6 and C2D6 were recorded with the same experi-
mental settings. The energy analyzer was characterized using
the xenon 5s photoelectron line with negligible contributions
from the intrinsic width and the photon bandwidth. By choosing
a kinetic energy similar to that of the carbon 1s photoelectrons,
the properties of the analyzer were obtained under the appropri-
ate conditions. The total instrumental broadening, including the
Doppler effect, was determined to 35 meV (fwhm).
Ethane (99.97%) was obtained from Matheson and d6-ethane
(98%) from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. The gases
were introduced into the inlet system without further purifica-
tion. Data acquisition was made in a series of short runs,
with the data from each run being inspected and the energy
scale adjusted to account for small drifts in energy. Since neither
the photon energy nor the absolute electron kinetic energy are
accurately known, the ionization-energy scales are shifted so
that the peak corresponding to adiabatic ionization is at 290.55
eV for C2H6 9 and 290.52 eV for C2D6.10
III. Theoretical Aspects
A. Vibronic Coupling Theory. A theoretical account of
vibronic coupling in core-ionized ethyne is given elsewhere.11
Here we review the essential features of this approach and
expand it to cover molecules in which several vibrational modes
may contribute to localize the core hole.
The theoretical treatment starts from a basis with the core
hole localized on one or the other of the equivalent carbon
atoms: ¾L ) j…L〉jîL〉 and ¾R ) j…R〉jîR〉. Here, j…〉 indicates
an electronic function for an ion with the core hole localized
either on the left or the right carbon atom, and jî〉 refers to a
vibrational function appropriate to an ion with a localized hole.
In the analysis of ethyne, only one vibrational mode was
considered. In the more general case, considered here, W is a
vector indicating the quantum numbers of all of the vibrational
modes.
The Hamiltonian of the system includes both electronic and
nuclear terms: Hö ) TöN + Hö e. At the level of first-order
degenerate perturbation theory, the vibronic energy levels are
where î designates a vibrational energy of the ion with a
localized hole, and â is the electronic coupling integral,
〈…LjHö ej…R〉. Thus, each vibrational level is split by the electronic
interaction by 2â〈îLjîR〉. Since the overlap integral depends on
the particular vibrational state, this splitting can vary from one
vibrational state to another. At this level of approximation, the
vibrational intensities are given by the Franck-Condon factors
appropriate to an ion with a localized hole.
In the limit that the second term of eq 1 is negligibly small,
the vibrational spectrum observed in core-ionization is simply
that for an ion with a localized hole. Such a model has been
successfully used to interpret spectra for a number of systems
in which â is expected to be very small. At the other extreme,
if there is need to go beyond the first-order treatment, both
energies and intensities will be affected, as is the case for ethyne.
Within the framework of this model, there are several steps
involved in making a theoretical prediction of the vibronic
spectrum. (1) Calculate the optimized geometries, electronic
wave functions, and vibrational frequencies for the neutral and
core-ionized molecules. (2) Calculate the Franck-Condon
intensities for excitation of the vibrational states for an ion with
a localized core hole. (3) Calculate â from the electronic wave
functions and calculate the vibrational overlap integrals 〈îLjîR〉.
Then eq 1 gives the first-order result for the energies. If it is
necessary to go beyond first-order, then two more steps are
necessary. (4) Calculate the off-diagonal matrix elements, (
â〈îLjî′R〉, and diagonalize the resulting matrix to give the energy
levels. (5) From the eigenvectors of this matrix and the Franck-
Condon factors calculate the intensity for each vibrational level.
For ethane â is expected to be small but not negligible and
we anticipate that only the first three steps are necessary. Some
of these steps present their own set of problems, which we
discuss in more detail below.
B. Electronic Structure Calculations. Much of the earlier
work done on vibrational structures in XPS spectra was based
E ) î ( â〈îLjîR〉 (1)
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on the equivalent-cores approximation where, in the case of
inner-shell ionization of carbon, C* is replaced by the isovalent
N+. Generally, the equivalent-cores approach was found to
overestimate the C-H bond shrinkage considerably, although
this may to a large extent be remedied by replacing the nitrogen
basis set with a restricted carbon basis.6 However, such an
approach is conceptually unsatisfying since it is not possible to
systematically improve the accuracy of a calculation by increas-
ing the one- and N-particle bases. In the present approach of
representing the ionized core by an effective core potential, we
retain the computational simplicity of the equivalent-cores
model, but gain flexibility in the choice of basis sets (e.g., ref
7).
The details of the electronic structure calculations are given
in the appendix, and only the main features are outlined here.
Equilibrium geometries, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and
normal-mode vectors were calculated using second-order per-
turbation theory as formulated by Møller and Plesset (MP2)12
using the Gaussian 94 package.13 All calculations were done
with ethane in a staggered geometry, leading to D3d symmetry
for the ground state and C3V symmetry for the ion with a
localized core hole. From the electronic wave functions, the
value of the electronic coupling integral, â, is calculated to be
11.5 meV.
The harmonic frequencies obtained by this procedure are
expected to be higher than the observed frequencies. As an
empirical correction for this failure, we use the known frequen-
cies for the ground-state molecule,14 and scale the frequencies
for the ionic state by the ratios of observed-to-calculated
frequencies for the neutral state. The scaling factors are 0.98
for C-C stretching and 0.94 to 0.96 for modes involving
hydrogen motion.
C. Franck-Condon Amplitudes. While it is straightforward
to calculate vibrational overlap integrals for a diatomic molecule,
in polyatomic molecules the normal modes of the ground state
do not necessarily coincide with those of the core-ionized state.
For instance, in the ground state of ethane the C-H stretching
and CCH bending motion are coupled to symmetric and
antisymmetric modes, whereas in the core-ionized molecule with
a localized hole these become local C-H stretching and CCH
bending modes. This problem can be dealt with using procedures
such as that given by Malmqvist and Forsberg,15 and we have
used their approach here to calculate relative vibrational
intensities for an ion with a localized core hole. As it turns out,
the procedure that we have used earlier, based on an approximate
one-to-one mapping between ground and final state normal
modes,6 leads to an intensity distribution essentially identical
to that of the more complete theory. The reason is that ionization
primarily leads to rotation of normal modes that are close to
degenerate, and the vibrational profile is little influenced by
redistribution of intensity between closely spaced lines. How-
ever, we have found it necessary to compute the left-right
overlap integrals 〈îLjîR〉 appearing in eq 1 by means of the full
procedure.15
The calculated Franck-Condon intensities are extremely
sensitive to changes in bond lengths and bond angles. At the
level of theory used here, the bond shrinkage upon core
ionization is exaggerated by 0.2 pm in methane. To account
for this, the optimized C-H bond length in the core-ionized
CH3 group in ethane has been adjusted accordingly.
IV. Models Used To Fit the Vibrational Structure
The photoelectron spectrum has been fit using two different
procedures, to be denoted free fit and theoretical fit, respectively.
In the free fit, a set of peak positions and intensities were
determined by least-squares techniques.16 In the theoretical fit,
the energy spacing and relative intensities of vibrational lines
were obtained from ab initio calculations, and the only fitting
parameters were constant background, overall intensity, and
overall position. In both the free and theoretical fit, a line shape
including instrumental resolution, lifetime broadening, and post-
collision interaction (PCI) was used, with a Lorenzian lifetime
width of 100 meV. Gaussian widths of 70 meV for the free fit
and 35 meV for the theoretical fit were used for the instrumental
resolution. The PCI effect is included by the approach given
by van der Straten et al.17
In principle, there are five vibrational modes that might
contribute to the spectrum in the Franck-Condon approxima-
tion. Previous analyses1-3,5 indicate that only two of these modes
contribute significantly, of which the more important is a
carbon-hydrogen stretch, î1. A peak corresponding to the
fundamental excitation of this mode is apparent in Figure 1, at
an ionization energy of about 0.4 eV above the principal peak.
The other important mode, seen as a shoulder on the main peak,
describes a CCH bending motion (î2) with fundamental
frequency of about 0.18 eV. The most accurate theoretical
calculations presented later in the paper indicate a minute
excitation of the CC stretching mode (î3), and in light of this,
we have restricted our free fit to only two modes. In the free
fit, we have included nine peaks as represented by their quantum
numbers given in Table 1; the nineteen free parameters are
background, absolute intensity, and position of the main peak,
and the intensities and positions of the remaining eight peaks
relative to the main peak.
In the theoretical fits vibrational energies and Franck-Condon
(FC) intensities were taken from calculations. Vibrational
Figure 1. Carbon 1s photoelectron spectrum of ethane, as given by
the circles, with an experimental resolution and lifetime broadening of
70 and 100 meV (fwhm), respectively. The solid line represents a free
fit to the spectrum, as described in the text.
TABLE 1: Vibrational Energies and Relative Intensities for
the C-H Stretching (î1) and CCH Bending (î2) Modes in
Ethane upon Ionization of C1s As Obtained from a Free Fit
of 9 Peaks to the Spectrum in Figure 1a
V1 V2b energy (meV) relative intensity
0 0 0.0 1.0
0 1 182.8 (1.4) 0.193 (0.004)
0 2 365 (24) 0.047 (0.049)
1 0 404.9 (2.9) 0.361 (0.050)
1 1 584.5 (2.2) 0.064 (0.002)
1 2 746 (33) 0.007 (0.007)
2 0 802 (5) 0.052 (0.006)
2 1 992 (8) 0.008 (0.002)
3 0 1179 (19) 0.001 (0.001)
a Statistical uncertainties are shown within parentheses. b Vibrational
quantum numbers for the C-H stretching and the CCH bending modes.
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energies and intensities were computed within the harmonic
oscillator approximation, except as detailed below, and vibra-
tional states receiving a relative intensity larger than 0.001 were
included in the fits.
The theoretical treatment represents a compromise between
feasibility and completeness, and suffers from several shortcom-
ings. A harmonic model often leads to predicted vibrational
energies that are too large because of the neglect of anharmo-
nicity. The anharmonicity will also affect the intensity, and the
actual intensities of higher excited states are usually lower than
what is predicted using a harmonic model. Detailed analyses
of the vibrational structures in the carbon 1s photoelectron
spectrum of methane have shown that the symmetric C-H
stretching mode in methane is significantly anharmonic, and
better described as a Morse oscillator.18 Here, the localized C-H
stretching coordinates in ethane are described in terms of Morse
potentials, with parameters taken from the methane isotopomers,
for both neutral19 and core-ionized states.20
V. Results
We have measured two sets of spectra, one with an
experimental resolution of 70 meV and the other with 35 meV.
The first has very good statistics and is well suited for accurate
determination of energies and intensities, especially with respect
to the low intensity peaks. This spectrum is used in the free fit
and in the investigation of possible anharmonicity. The higher
resolution spectra of C2H6 and C2D6 are used to gain insight in
the possible splitting of the 2A1g and 2A2u states; the narrower
lines shapes allow for an evaluation of the accuracy of the
theoretical procedure.
The spectrum of C2H6 at 70-meV resolution is presented in
Figure 1 where experimental data are given by circles while
the solid line represents the free fit to the spectrum. The fit has
a reduced value of ł2 (goodness-of-fit) of 1.88. Values of the
resulting energies and intensities are listed in Table 1. The
uncertainties, shown in parentheses in Table 1, are the standard
deviations calculated by the least-squares routine from the
inverse of the curvature matrix.21 Inspection of Table 1 shows
that the fundamental vibrational frequency for the C-H
stretching mode is 404.9 ( 2.9 meV and that for the CCH
bending mode is 182.8 ( 1.4 meV.
From the intensities and energies in Table 1, we obtain the
average vibrational excitation energy of core-ionized ethane to
be 169 meV. Assuming that this value is independent of the
photon energy and subtracting it from the vertical ionization
energy reported by Sæthre et al.22 of 290.70 ( 0.05 eV, we
obtain an adiabatic ionization energy of 290.53 eV. This is in
excellent agreement with the recent value of 290.55 eV obtained
by Myrseth et al.,9 but significantly different from the value of
290.42 eV suggested by Osborne and co-workers.5 The latter
result was based on an estimate of 0.28 eV for the average
vibrational energy; this is, however, not supported by the
energies and intensities given by them, which lead to a value
of only 0.19 eV, close to our value. The referenced ionization
energies were obtained in XPS measurements using conven-
tional22 and synchrotron5,9 radiation sources, and differ mainly
in energy resolution and description of the vibrational structure.
Including only two vibrational modes, the vibrational energies
are given according to second-order perturbation theory by
where ö1 and ö2 represent harmonic frequencies and X11, X12,
and X22 are second-order anharmonic constants. The subscripts
1 and 2 refer to the C-H stretching and CCH bending modes,
respectively. The spectroscopic constants reported in Table 2
are obtained by using eq 2 as a model in a least-squares fit to
the spectrum of ethane, as presented in Figure 1. Because of
the low statistical significance of the (0,2) peak, X22 was fixed
at zero in the fitting procedure. The anharmonicity constant for
the stretching mode, X11, is significant and given by -1.6 (
1.1 meV, close to the value of -1.9 meV found for methane.20
The magnitudes of X11 and X12 are close to their corresponding
statistical uncertainties. Use of eq 2 reduces the number of
energy parameters in the fitting procedure from 9 to 6 as
compared to the free fit. Such a procedure gives improved
energies as compared to the linear-coupling model used in some
of the previous studies.2,3,5 The linear-coupling model assumes
equidistant energies and fails in the case of significant anhar-
monicity.
Our theoretical fits to the spectra of C2H6 and C2D6 at 35-
meV resolution are shown in Figure 2. The calculated effects
of vibronic coupling of the 2A2u and 2A1g core-ionized states
(see below) are included in the fits. Only the main peak is
noticeably affected by the coupling, with a calculated splitting
of 14 and 11 meV, respectively, for C2H6 and C2D6. The splitting
of the excited vibrational states is very small. The reduced values
of ł2 for the fits are 1.46 and 2.03 for C2H6 and C2D6,
respectively. The lower quality of the fit to the C2D6 spectrum
EVib(î1, î2) ) ∑
i)1
2 (îi + 12)öi + ∑igj2 (îi + 12)(îj + 12)Xij (2)
TABLE 2: Spectroscopic Constants (meV) for Core-Ionized
Ethane As Obtained Using Eq 2 in a Least-Squares Fit to







a Statistical uncertainties are shown within parentheses. b X22 was
not allowed to change in the fit.
Figure 2. Theoretical fits (solid line) to the carbon 1s photoelectron
spectra (circles) of C2H6 and C2D6, with instrumental resolution of 35
meV and lifetime width of 100 meV (fwhm).
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just below threshold is probably due to the gas not being 100%
pure. Except for the splitting of the main peak, the qualitative
results are essentially the same as those given by Thomas et
al.6 The symmetric and antisymmetric C-H stretching and CCH
bending modes in neutral ethane are combined in core-ionized
ethane to give stretching and bending modes that are mostly
localized to one carbon center. For the two CCH bending modes
the localization is not complete and both modes are excited.
The shoulder on the adiabatic peak is an 83%-17% distribution
of excitation of the two bending modes, leading to a minor
broadening as compared to representing the shoulder by a single
peak as in the free fit. Thus, according to the calculations, the
vibrational progression of î2 is a progression of two bending
modes, and the features appearing in the spectrum will be a
weighted average of the underlying lines. The theoretical
calculations also predict slight excitation of the C-H stretching
mode on the spectator carbon, and the corresponding intensities
will contribute to the part categorized as the î1 progression.
Average energies and intensities for î1 and î2 for C2H6 and
C2D6 are listed in Table 3. The major vibrational progression
arises from the C-H (C-D) stretching mode, with a weighted
average frequency of 405 (292) meV for C2H6 (C2D6). Second
in importance is a CCH (CCD) bending mode with a calculated
frequency of 180 (137) meV, mainly involving hydrogen atoms
attached to the spectator carbon. The fundamental frequency
for the CC stretching mode, î3, was computed to be 121 (107)
meV, and with an intensity of 0.049 (0.13) for the V3 ) 1 line.
VI. Discussion
A. Vibrational Modes and Their Energies. From the free-
fit procedure, we obtain energies of 404.9 ( 2.9 meV for the
C-H stretching mode and 182.8 ( 1.4 meV for the CCH
bending mode. The uncertainties are most likely larger than the
statistical uncertainties indicated here and listed in Table 1,
because of the assumption of only two excited vibrational
modes, neglect of factors such as Fermi resonance, vibronic
coupling, and nonperfect line shapes. Previously reported values
range from 398 to 407 meV for the stretching mode and from
176 to 189 meV for the bending mode,1-3,5 bracketing our
values. The value of ł2 for the fit (1.88) indicates that there are
small discrepancies remaining between the model and the data.
A part of these may arise from our assumptions about the line
shape. Analysis of the photoelectron spectrum of methane shows
that there are systematic differences between predictions based
on the present PCI model and the observed spectrum,18
especially close to threshold.
For the C-H stretching mode, the ab initio MP2 model gives
a weighted-average fundamental frequency of 405 meV, in
excellent agreement with the value of 404.9 ( 2.9 meV from
the free fit. Furthermore, the model leads to an energy of 180
meV for the CCH bending mode, close to 182.8 ( 1.4 meV
from the free fit. The average vibrational energy from the MP2
calculations is 184 meV, about 9% higher than the value of
169 meV from the free fit. The difference is mainly given by
the overestimation of the intensities corresponding to higher
vibrational quantum numbers using the harmonic oscillator
approximation.
B. Effects of Vibronic Coupling. In the theoretical calcula-
tions, we have used a model for the core-ionized state where
the core hole is localized to one of the carbon atoms. Using a
localized core-hole description of the ion is equivalent to what
is known as the diabatic approximation. A detailed theoretical
analysis of the diabatic approximation has recently been given
for ethyne.11 Following ref 11, the true vibronic states may be
expressed in terms of localized-hole electronic wave functions
multiplied by their vibrational counterparts, i.e., in a diabatic
basis. Since these electronic wave functions change only slowly
with the nuclear coordinates, coupling between the diabatic
states occurs mainly through the electronic Hamiltonian. Hence,
the accuracy of the diabatic approximation, i.e., when the
electronic coupling is neglected, may be assessed by the
magnitude of the electronic coupling integral, multiplied by a
vibrational overlap integral, cf. eq 1. Taking into account that
the diabatic states are slightly nonorthogonal, the electronic
coupling integral â is given by â ) HLR - SLR (HLL + HRR)/2,
where S and H denote electronic overlap and energy integrals
for states having the core hole localized on the left and right
carbon. An upper bound to the separation of the 2A1g and 2A2u
states is 2â, which is computed to be 23 meV, as detailed in
the Appendix. This number agrees well with the difference of
17 meV between orbital energies of 1a1g and 1a2u orbitals in
neutral ethane. Neutral-molecule orbital energies were also found
to give a reasonable estimate of 2â in the case of ethyne.23
Calculated values of the 〈îL ) 0jîR ) 0〉 overlap integrals in
conjunction with eq 1, give splittings of 14 and 11 meV for the
V ) 0 states of core-ionized C2H6 and C2D6, respectively.
The splitting of the V ) 0 levels of the 2A1g and 2A2u states
may also be deduced experimentally by replacing the principal
peak with two equivalent peaks (assuming equal cross sections
for the two ionization channels) separated in energy by an
adjustable parameter equal to this splitting. An accurate estimate
of the splitting demands high resolution and a well-defined line
shape. The C2H6 spectrum with experimental settings tuned for
maximum resolution (35 meV) was therefore used for this
purpose. Increasing the resolution reduces the intensity, but this
is of less concern with respect to the main peak. The spectrum
was then fit using the free-fit model with an additional (0,0)
line, and with the Gaussian part of the width set to 35 meV.
This procedure gives a value of 18 ( 3 meV for the splitting
and 100 ( 2 meV for the Lorentzian contribution to the width.
A splitting of 18 ( 3 meV is in accord with the calculated
value 14 meV. Although a splitting of some 10-20 meV is too
small to be apparent in the present data, it would certainly affect
a fit of the line shape and a comment about the extraction of
lifetimes from spectra including close-lying states is in order.
According to simple tests, a small splitting is mainly modeled
by a broadening of the Gaussian component, while the Lorenzian
part, representing the lifetime broadening, is hardly affected.
This conclusion supports the credibility of the recent proposed
value of 98 ( 10 meV for the lifetime broadening in ethane
TABLE 3: Calculated Vibrational Energies and Relative
Intensities for the C-H Stretching (î1) and CCH Bending(î2) Modes in Core-Ionized Ethane
C2H6 C2D6
v1 v2a energy (meV) rel. intensity energy (meV) rel. intensity
0 0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
0 1 179.5 0.161 137.5 0.182
0 2 359.2 0.018 274.5 0.020
1 0 404.9 0.386 291.9 0.502
1 1 584.6 0.062 429.7 0.091
1 2 763.6 0.006 566.6 0.010
2 0 806.5 0.066 582.1 0.117
2 1 986.0 0.011 719.9 0.021
3 0 1204.0 0.006 870.7 0.016
a Vibrational quantum numbers of the C-H stretching and CCH
bending mode, where V1 and V2 describe excitations levels of the two
C-H stretching and the two CCH bending modes, respectively (see
Results for details).
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based on a least-squares fit of a single set of peaks.3 A lifetime
broadening of 98 meV is also in good agreement with our value
of 100 ( 2 meV obtained when convoluting the adiabatic peak
by two identical peaks.
C. Geometric Changes upon Core Ionization. In several
previous studies,1-6 the main geometric changes accompanying
core ionization have been identified. Using a localized core-
hole model, Rennie et al.3 estimated the change in C*H bond
length to be -5.1 pm and the change in C*CH angle to -3.0°.
They used a linear-coupling model, assuming harmonic frequen-
cies common for both the neutral and the core-ionized molecule.
However, in the case of significant anharmonicity, these
assumptions may lead to errors in the order of tenths of a
picometer.18
To validate the MP2 geometries, a set of highly accurate
equilibrium geometries was computed. In these calculations the
localized core hole was explicitly included and variationally
optimized, and all valence electrons were correlated at a
configuration-interaction level of theory (MCPF). Such high-
level calculations are feasible only for small molecular systems
and are useful for calibration purposes. Molecular geometries
and geometry changes following ionization as obtained from
experiments and as calculated at the MP2 and MCPF levels of
theory are listed in Tables 4 and 5 (see Appendix for details of
the calculations). Generally, MP2 performs very well for the
geometry changes; the most pronounced difference as compared
to MCPF being that the shortening of the C-C bond distance
is more than doubled. In general, the more elaborate calculations
reduce the shortcomings of the theoretical fit. If the MCPF result
of 5.38 pm for the C-H bond contraction is lowered by the
known overestimation of the C-H contraction from methane
(0.15 pm),7 this gives a “best” estimate of the C-H contraction
of 5.2 pm. The changes in geometry obtained from the MCPF
calculations are in excellent agreement with the experimentally
derived results of Rennie et al.3
The very small change in carbon-carbon distance (1 pm or
less) is surprising in light of the appreciable change taking place
for the C*-H bonds and the large C-C bond shrinkage in
ethyne (4.4 pm).11 Removal of a core electron leads to a reduced
shielding of the valence electrons and a contraction of the
electron density toward the nucleus at the core-hole site. This
would be expected to reduce both the C*-C and the C*-H
distances, and since this is not what is observed, there must be
competing effects that counteract the C*-C bond reduction.
This is apparently absent in ethyne, for which the C-C bond
shortens significantly upon ionization. To rationalize these
geometry effects we turn to a simple hybridization model. The
hybridization of the carbons has been obtained by a natural bond
orbital (NBO) analysis,24 giving orbitals localized to the different
bonds and with bond-specific hybridization. The main results
are as follows: For the C*-C bond, the hybridization of the
spectator carbon changes from sp2.4 to sp3.3 upon ionization, a
result that may be understood with reference to a “rule”
formulated by Walsh in 1947:25 If a group X (read: CH3)
attached to carbon is replaced by a more electronegatiVe group
Y (read: C*H3+), then the carbon Valency toward Y has more
p character than it has toward X. Because of its directional
character, increasing the C 2p contribution in the C-C* bond
counteracts the effect of the more contracted valence at C*,
leading to only a minute shortening of the bond.
In the case of acetylene, two of the three p orbitals at the
carbon atoms are allocated to ð bonds, leaving only carbon sp1
hybrids for the C-C and C-H ó bonds. This limits the ability
to increase the p character of the hybrid toward the core-ionized
carbon; whereas ¢n for the carbon hybrid directed toward the
core-ionized carbon is 0.9 in the case of ethane, it is only 0.3
for C2H2. The behavior of ¢n can justify the rather large
difference in carbon-carbon bond contraction going from C2H2
to C2H6. This effect is obvious in the photoelectron spectra,
where excitation of CC stretching is a major component of the
spectrum for ethyne11 but an insignificant component in ethane.
The computed change in C hybridization in ethane also
provides an explanation for the change in C*CH angle, and for
the sign of the change of the spectator C-H bond length. The
spectator hybrids participating in the C-H bonds changes from
sp3.3 to sp2.8. The C spn hybridization of the C-H bonds is
related to the angle R between the bonds by cos(R) ) -1/n.26
The computed value of -0.5 for ¢n corresponds to a decrease
in C*CH angle of about 2.6°, in keeping with the value of -2.9°
from the MCPF calculations. The small decrease (-0.5 pm) in
C-H bond lengths is in the direction expected for this change
in hybridization.
VII. Conclusions
The carbon 1s photoelectron spectrum of ethane has a rich
vibrational structure dominated by two vibrational progressions,
which correspond to excitation of a CCH bending mode (î2 )
182.8 ( 1.4 meV) and a C-H stretching mode (î2 ) 404.9 (
2.9 meV). For the C*-H stretching mode, an anharmonic
constant, X11, of -1.6 ( 1.1 meV was obtained. The 2A1g and
2A2u core-hole states are split by 10-20 meV, according to both
theory and experiment. Since the splitting is small compared
with vibrational energies, a model where the core hole is
localized to either of the equivalent carbon atoms works well.
From accurate ab initio calculations the change in C*-H and
C*-C bond distances and C*CH angle following core-ionization
are estimated to -5.2 pm (including an empirical correction),
-0.4 pm and -2.9°, respectively. A qualitative model based
on the concepts of hybridization and valence contractions is
able to rationalize these findings.
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Appendix. Computational Procedures
All calculations on ethane were performed in its staggered
conformation, leading to D3d symmetry for the neutral state and
C3V for the ion with a localized core hole.
Equilibrium geometries, harmonic vibrational frequencies and
normal mode vectors are calculated using second-order pertur-
bation theory formulated by Møller and Plesset (MP2),12 using
the Gaussian 94 package.13 Using these results, the intensities
are obtained within the Franck-Condon principle, as described
in ref 6 and implemented in the utility program g2fc,27 and
further modified according to Malmqvist and Forsberg15 to take
into account the difference in normal modes between the neutral
and core-ionized state.
All ab initio calculations were performed employing atom-
centered primitive Gaussian-type functions as C: [10s, 5p, 3d]
and H: [5s, 2p]. The bases were obtained by decontracting
Dunning’s cc-pVTZ sets,28 and remove the d and f functions
for hydrogen and carbon, respectively. A tight d-function with
exponent 3.5 was added to the carbon set.
Two levels of theory have been applied to represent the core-
ionized carbon atom. At the lower level, the core of the ionized
carbon atom was represented by a modification of the effective
core-potential (ECP) by Stevens et al.,29 and this model was
used in the MP2 calculations. The ECP is scaled to account for
only one electron in the 1s shell as described in ref 7. In the
second, more accurate approach, a localized core-hole orbital
was explicitly included and variationally optimized as described
in ref 7. The latter representation of the core hole was used for
a set of geometries calculated at the modified coupled pair
functional (MCPF) level of theory30 in a validation of the
geometries calculated at the MP2 level of theory. In the MCPF
calculations, the geometries were optimized using energy
evaluations only.31
To validate the quality of the diabatic approximation, the
electronic coupling integral between the states where the core-
hole is localized at either the right or the left carbon, was
calculated by means of a restricted active space state-interaction
(RASSI) calculation32 in a D3d geometry intermediate between
the two localized core-hole state geometries. Both the MCPF
and RASSI calculations were performed using the MolCas 4.0
suite of programs.33
Natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses24 were performed using
the Gaussian 94 package.13 The calculations were performed
in the ground-state geometries of C2H2, and C2H6, as obtained
in MP2 calculations as described above for ethane. The
equivalent-cores approximation was used for the core-ionized
molecule, i.e., the core-ionized carbon is represented by N+,
since the NBO analysis as implemented in Gaussian 94 does
not allow for the use of an ECP.
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